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WebArc: Website Archival Using a Structured
Approach
Ee-Peng Lim and Maria Marissa
School of Computer Engineering,
Nanyang Technological University,
Block N4, Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 639798
Abstract. Website archival refers to the task of monitoring and stor-
ing snapshots of website(s) for future retrieval and analysis. This task
is particularly important for websites that have content changing over
time with older information constantly overwritten by newer one. In this
paper, we propose WebArc as a set of software tools to allow users
to construct a logical structure for a website to be archived. Classiﬁers
are trained to determine relevant web pages and their categories, and
subsequently used in website downloading. The archival schedule can be
speciﬁed and executed by a scheduler. A website viewer is also developed
to browse one or more versions of archived web pages.
1 Introduction
Websites are often archived for various reasons ranging from backups, website
design, content analysis, web data extraction, etc.. For websites that have content
changing over time (e.g., online news, product sales, etc.)[2], their archival will
have to be performed at intervals in order to capture the dynamic changing web
content. To reduce the manual eﬀorts and time in website archival, a number of
of web archival software tools have been developed and commercialized. With
these tools, the web archival task is very much simpliﬁed. Nevertheless, there
are still a few issues that remain to be addressed:
– Most archival tools do not distinguish the semantic types of web objects.
They are designed to simply download all web pages and other objects from
the speciﬁed websites and store them for further processing.
– As the existing archival tools assume that the normal web browsers will
be used to the archived web content, they normally do not provide special
browsing or visualization capabilities.
In this paper, we present a structured approach to model a website to be
archived. We believe that by identifying the website structure, one can then
specify the relevant website content by identifying the corresponding website
sub-structures. The archival task can therefore be deﬁned to download a subset
of website content instead of the entire website. This is especially important as
there can often be many objects that are not really required by the archival
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task, e.g., advertisement web pages, mirror web pages, etc.. With this focused
and structured archival, the archival overheads can be reduced and the archived
information can be more relevant.
2 Construction of Logical Website Structure
In WebArc, we model a website by a logical website structure deﬁned as a tree.
Each logical node in the tree represents a class of web pages sharing the same
type of content, and the edge between a parent node and a child node represents
the set of links from the web pages of parent class to the web pages of the child
class. The root class of the logical website structure usually has only one web
page belonging to it, i.e., the home page of the website. On the other hand, a
logical website structure does not necessary include node classes to cover all web
pages of a website.
It is noted that more than one logical website structure can be constructed
for a website due to diﬀerent archival needs. Each leaf node in the logical website
structure represents a class of web pages that are the targets for future viewing
and processing. The root and internal nodes represent classes of web pages that
link the the website’s home page to the target pages.
For example, suppose we would like to deﬁne a logical website structure for
archiving the campus announcements, conferences, seminars, and talks of our
university’s website. A logical website structure can be constructed as shown in
Figure 1. The structure consists of a root node, under which there is the “Event
and Notiﬁcation” class. There are two logical nodes in the next level, “Campus
Announcement Directory” and “Conferences, Seminars, and Talks Directory”.
Each node contains a set of of web pages related to announcements on campus
and conferences/seminars/talks respectively. The leaf nodes represent the sets
of web pages of interest.
Fig. 1. Example of logical website structure for NTU website
Once deﬁned, the same logical website structure can be reused multiple times
in the future. However, the structure itself does not provide the rules to extract
the members of each page class.
Given a logical website structure node, there may be only a single web page
belonging to it. The URL of the single web page will then be associated with
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the node. For example, the root node is always associated with a complete URL.
When there are multiple web pages belonging to a node, we associate with the
node a classiﬁer that determines those web pages belonging to the node. Since
web pages of the same node often share some common URL pattern, the classiﬁer
is therefore designed to exploit this URL pattern and build a decision tree for
that.
We assume that the user will provide some sample web pages of the node as
positive training examples and other web pages as negative training examples.
We partition each URL into multiple components known as URL sections deter-
mined by the ’/’ delimiters. For example, the URL http://www.ntu.edu.sg/oad/




Sect (1) Sect (3)
Sect (2)
Fig. 2. Partitioning URL Into URL Sections
A decision tree classiﬁer is then constructed using the ID3 algorithm to clas-
sify the positive and negative training examples into mutually exclusive and
exhaustive subsets[1]. Each internal node of the decision tree denotes a URL
section to be tested, and a branch from the internal node is deﬁned for each
value of the section. Each leaf node of the decision tree is ﬁnally assigned a
class label. For example, the decision tree in Figure 3 determines that URLs
with “Grad+student” as their 3rd level sections do not belong to the “Academic
Staﬀ” node, while thoses with “staﬀcsc”, “staﬃs”, or “staﬀacad” as their 3rd
level sections do.
The structure modeling tool of WebArc (see Figure 4) is designed to facili-
tate expert users in constructing the logical website structure and the classiﬁers
of each structure node. The tool consists of a logical tree editor to edit the node
tree as shown in Figure 4.
After the node tree is deﬁned, one can associate with each node a URL or
a decision tree classiﬁer constructed using the positive and negative training
examples selected by the user as described earlier.
3 Website Downloading and Scheduler Tools
Using a logical website structure, WebArc’s downloading tool can conduct web-
site downloading by navigating from the home page of the website. Note that
the URL of home page is associated with the the root node of the logical website
structure. The downloading tool then examines the URLs of those links em-
bedded in the home page. If the URLs meet the conditions of any of the child
nodes of the logical website structure, the corresponding web pages will be saved
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Fig. 3. A decision tree example for a logical node “Academic Staﬀ”
and further navigated. Otherwise, the corresponding web pages will not be nav-
igated at all. The process continues in a recursive manner until the leaf level of
the logical website structure is reached.
The downloaded web pages are saved in a project folder designated for all
archived web pages using the same logical website structure. To distinguish the
diﬀerent versions of downloaded web pages, a sub-folder labelled with the down-
loading date is created for each version of downloaded web pages.
Fig. 4. Structure Modeling Tool
The downloading task can be manually invoked or scheduled. The scheduler
tool of WebArc allows a user to specify the logical website structure to be used
for scheduled downloading and the downloading schedule consisting of start date,
end date, and downloading interval. The schedule will then be stored and read by
a background scheduler program for execution. The status of schedule execution
is recorded in a log ﬁle for user reference.
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4 Viewing of Archived Website Information
In the WebArc approach, a structure viewer tool is used to browse the diﬀerent
versions of archived web pages with the help of logical website structure. The
structure viewer tool consists of a browser component which functions very much
like a normal web browser. However, this browser component is able to browse
web pages according to the logical website structure. When a node in the logical
website structure is selected, the list of web pages belonging to the node is shown
under the “Classiﬁed Pages” panel. User can also select the versions to be viewed
when there are multiple downloaded versions. As the user browses downloaded
web pages within the structure viewer, the external URLs in the web pages will
be converted to the local ones if the web pages have been downloaded earlier.
Otherwise, the corresponding web pages will be fetched from the Web if they
are available.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe WebArc as a set of software tools for archiving rele-
vant portions of a website, downloading them for future viewing and processing.
The tools aim to reduce storage and communication overheads especially when
the size of useful and relevant information is small compared to the entire website
information.
The approach begins with the modeling of website using a logical tree struc-
ture. Classiﬁers are learnt to extract the relevant web pages based on their URLs.
There are also tools for users to specify downloading schedule, saving the down-
loaded web pages in versions, and browsing the downloaded pages.
WebArc is implemented using C# in the Window XP environment. While
the tools are functional, there are several enhancements remained to be made. We
are currently working on a search engine for querying the downloaded web pages.
WebArc will also incorporate a new module to compare diﬀerent versions of web
pages so as to detect changes. With these changes, we believe that WebArc
will prove to be a very useful toolkit for managing website archives.
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